St. John the Baptist Catholic School
Kinder Kountry Parent Survey - December 2018
34 Responses
1. As a parent, how likely is it that you would recommend Kinder Kountry to your family,
friends, and colleagues? Please select the number on the scale that most represents how you feel
today. 0=Not at likely to recommend the school to others, 5=Neutral, 10=Extremely likely to
recommend school to others (34 responses)

2. If you responded to the last question with less than 10, what would we need to do to move you
closer to a 10? (7 responses)








Offer more options for younger children.
Nothing in particular. In my personal opinion, facilities need to be updated. In regards to
teachers and curriculum, no complaints.
More teaching pertaining to Christ and catholic faith
Mrs. Kunce and Mrs. O’Connell make the school. I’ve heard good things about Mrs.
Harbour, too. The director is not warm or friendly. The facility is tiny and very outdated.
Improve resources/screening of children for special needs
literally my only complaint about KK is that it smells like urine.
LOVE YOU!! THANK YOU FOR ALL YOU DO!!

3. Are you planning to send your child(ren) to St. John the Baptist Catholic School for
kindergarten? (34 responses)
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4. If you are sending your child(ren) to to St. John the Baptist Catholic School for kindergarten,
please share why. (21 responses)






















We enjoy the family feel of SJB. I know my children have good, caring teachers and staff
watching over them.
Her siblings attend St. John and we are happy with the many opportunities the school
provides.
Mrs. Flatt, teachers and staff.
I like the close community at sJB
Catholic and Christ centered school
I went to St. John’s as a child and my education was far beyond that of my public school
peers. I want the same for my children. I also value the much smaller class sizes.
We believe that a Catholic education is important for faith formation. Also, SJB is a toprated school, with excellent teachers and staff.
Our older child goes there and we love it.
Catholic identity
Family feel, religiously-based, small class sizes
We love the teachers and staff at sjb. lol
Great school, Great mission, and friendly and compassionate staff
Great School & Teachers, siblings are there
We love kinder Kountry and the preschool!
Faith based teaching, small class size, A rated school, and family like atmosphere.
we are Catholic and will sacrifice for a Catholic education, even when no longer
supported by the parish as a whole
Because I work there :)
I went to school there as a child. Have another in 2nd. Love the people and school.
Other child is there.
LOVE YOU!! THANK YOU FOR ALL YOU DO!!
Strong teacher/ family relationships, strong curriculum

5. If you are undecided or not sending your child(ren) to to St. John the Baptist Catholic School
for kindergarten, please share why. (14 responses)












The cost to have 2 kids in a private school. I have one starting kindergarten this next
coming year and the year after. We want them to have the very best education but very
hard for the cost.
Dependent on Budget for 3 kids to attend
Our family is not Catholic and won’t be choosing private schools for their grade school
education. We hear nothing but good things about St Johns and would highly consider it
if we were looking for private schools.
My wife is a public school teacher.
I work with the Warrick County School Corp.
We love Newburgh elementary
Money and religious reasons.
We are not members of St. John and will take advantage of the public school system
Cost
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Unsure of tuition cost
They will be going to school where their mother teaches.
Might do public school, not catholic
n/a
We are also looking at the Newburgh public school system.

6. What major priorities need to be addressed in the new strategic plan over the next 3-5 years?
(18 responses)





















It would be nice to have a new facility that is larger. (I know that is expensive...)
Same as I mentioned above...Updated facilities .
Sad that Mrs. O’Connell is leaving. I would try and find someone who is very helpful and
who would have the same attitude that she did when it came to the kids and parents!
Expanding and or remodeling the preschool to make room for more classes.
1. Elevate The catholic school as the top priority parish ministry. 2. Ensure parish is
welcoming and safe for those who believe in traditional catholic teachings (e.g.
traditional marriage, regular confession, Etc.) 3. Money spent to make church more
reverent (e.g do away with Starbucks in entry area, put tabernacle prominently displayed
on the alter etc.)
Fundamental knowledge regarding skills for entering into Kindergarten
Keep enrollment steady or growing, Keep the Catholic faith as the center of education,
Continually develop or use top-rated learning materials and equipment
Possibility of a new facility and a new director. An option for 3 days a week for 3 year
olds. These would bring in a lot more families in our area.
Priest presence, Catholic identity
Continuing education for teachers
Updating playground is all I can think of
building & playground upgrades
Upgrades to facility and making sure St. John’s families are admitted before others.
I'm happy thus far. Ms. Kunce has been a fabulous addition to KK staff and upped the
bar!
How can we get KK & SJB under the same roof?
This maybe a longer than 5 year plan, but I would like to see a newer facility more
closely associated with the grade school. Maybe newer bigger classrooms with easier
access for drop off and pickup.
unsure
More openings for Kinder Kountry
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7. When choosing to send your child(ren) to Kinder Kountry how important of a factor was the
quality of the school facilities when making your decision? When choosing to send your
child(ren) to Kinder Kountry how important of a factor was the quality of the school facilities
when making your decision? 0=Not at all important, 10=Extremely important (34 responses)

8. When choosing to send your child(ren) to Kinder Kountry, how important of a factor was the
quality of the academic program when making your decision? 0=Not at all important,
10=Extremely important (34 responses)

9. When choosing to send your child(ren) to Kinder Kountry, how important of a factor were the
drop off and pick up times when making your decision? 0=Not at all important, 10=Extremely
important (34 responses)
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10. What other important factors, if any, impacted your decision to send your child(ren) to
Kinder Kountry? (19 responses)




















The best schools and teachers.
Safety
The before and after care program made it possible for us to send our child to Kinder
Kountry.
I liked that it is right next door to the school. Very convenient when having kids in the
elementary school.
Great teachers
After my oldest had Mrs. Kunce we had our other 2 come so they could have her as well.
She is amazing.
Is somewhat affiliated with saint jogn catholic school
The availability of the extended care and their hours due to both parents working!! The 75 allows less stress trying to coordinate others for transportation.
Class size
Mrs. Kunce is the best around.
small class sizes, expense
The teachers
Friendly warm atmosphere
Heard nothing but great things about SJB
Availability. Cost.
I appreciate their improved focus on faith in recent years. Location to school is super
important when older siblings are at SJS as well
Tuition
The teachers and other people associated with the programs are fantastic.
convenient, affordable

11. Are you a parishioner at St. John the Baptist Catholic Church? (34 responses)
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12. How familiar are you with tuition assistance opportunities at St. John the Baptist Catholic
School? 0=Not familiar at all, 10=Extremely familiar (34 responses)
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St. John the Baptist Catholic School
Faith Formation Parent Survey - December 2018
24 Responses
1. As a faith formation parent, how likely is it that you would recommend St. John the Baptist
Catholic School to your family, friends, and colleagues? Please select the number on the scale
that most represents how you feel today. 0=Not at likely to recommend the school to others,
5=Neutral, 10=Extremely likely to recommend school to others (22 responses)

2. If you responded to the last question with less than 10, what would we need to do to move you
closer to a 10? (9 responses)













I like the church and the School of Religion program for public school children. My
family chose to send our child to a public school so I cannot comment on the school
portion.
Need to make it affordable to a working family.
I think it is totally a personal choice as to whether or not religion in school is a top
priority. If that is something that is important to a person, I would absolutely recommend
St. John’s.
I don't feel I know enough about the school to answer one way or the other.
Accept students from all academic backgrounds and not just those that can perform on
state tests.
More services for the student. Like speech, physical therapy and/or esl(English as a
second language)
I don't have intimate knowledge of the school, knowing only what I have overheard or
seen in bulletin
We didn’t feel comfortable with the principal and had several incident where the
response we get from her i felt looked
down upon, and multiple parent coming from our community said the same thing .
otherwise the parish people is great.
We do not attend the school, so I have no experience in judging.

3. Why did you choose to send your child(ren) to a school other than St. John the Baptist
Catholic School? (21 responses)
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I am a public school teacher and attended a Catholic elementary school as a child and did
not feel the curriculum was the same. My son has attention problems and I felt like he
was treated differently in the private school for kindergarten so we moved him to public
school this year.
Financially, we could not afford to put all three children through Catholic school so
would not be fair to the others.
Our decision was made mostly based on the fact that Warrick County has great schools
that our tax dollars are already paying for. We are fortunate to live in the district of one of
the smaller elementary schools in the county that has the feel of a private school. The
teachers know all of the students and they get plenty of attention. With that in mind, we
knew we could participate in religious education outside of school for our children. We
also felt certain that if we had chosen St. John’s, we wouldn’t have continued on to
Memorial High School after 8th grade for convenience reasons. The early teenage years
are difficult enough without being separated from most of the friends our kids would
have grown up with at St. John’s. For all of those reasons, we decided to attend public
schools.
The cost as well as opportunities available in public school as well as convenience to the
school.
Cost.
Financial reasons
Costs of four in Catholic school is more than we can afford and they will end up at CHS
anyway.
St. John’s was at capacity attention elf first child would have attended.
They previously attended public school for several years
My children have been tested for high ability and believe they are best served
academically in a full day gifted program, not just a pull out for math and language arts.
Cost and experiences - I feel that my children will get just as great of an education in our
zoned school as they would at SJ. Plus, there is more diversity and experiences that they
will be able to partake in through our public school.
Cost and they will attend school where their mother teaches.
Good education in our school district for less cost
My husband teaches at a public school.
Because of the reason above
We teach in the public school system.
cost; but loved our time at St. John's. Wished we could've continued.
Cost
Special programs to meet special needs offered in public schools, more diversity in public
schools, high quality education in Warrick County Schools
We have always heard good things about Castle and it had no tuition
We were looking for a catholic school ,heard a lot of good reviews about St. John’s ,so
decided on this
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4. Did you send your child(ren) to Kinder Kountry? (23 responses)

5. Why or why not (did you send your child(ren) to Kinder Kountry)? (18 responses)




















Cost
We didn’t live in Indiana until this year, my son is currently in 1st grade.
I wanted the small size, close to home and the connection with the parish.
I honestly didn’t even look at Kinder Kountry. Partly because at the time I didn’t know
anyone who had sent their kids there, but also because I was uncomfortable with how
close the playground is to the road.
We live in evansville.
Schedule worked for my family and I heard nothing but good things from friends.
Other preschool met all our needs
Didn’t know enough about it at the time.
Too old
Can't recall why it didn't meet my needs at the time.
It was convenient for my Mother-In-Law who was taking my daughter to and from
Kinder Kountry.
Great educators; timing was good
We chose a different place for financial reasons.
As a working parent, when I toured Kinder Kountry I loved the school but was
disappointed in the daycare facility. I couldn't pull my children out of the facility they
were in when compared to the daycare part of Kinder Kountry. If there would have been
a full day Pre-K, I would have jumped at the opportunity. We ended up choosing a
program that offered a full day pre-K and daycare.
Atmosphere did not feel welcoming when compared to other preschool programs
We had friends that went there and it was part of our church
Catholic school and close to where we live
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6. On a scale of 0-10, how familiar are you with tuition assistance opportunities at St. John the
Baptist Catholic School? 0=Not at all familiar, 10=Extremely familiar (23 responses)

7. When choosing where to send your child(ren) to school how important of a factor was the
quality of the school facilities when making your decision? 0=Not at all important,
10=Extremely important (23 responses)

8. When choosing where to send your child(ren) to school how important of a factor was the
school's Catholic identity when making your decision? 0=Not at all important, 10=Extremely
important (23 responses)
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9. When choosing where to send your child(ren) to school how important of a factor was the
school's class sizes when making your decision? 0=Not at all important, 10=Extremely important
(23 responses

10. When choosing where to send your child(ren) to school how important of a factor was the
school's differentiated programs (ex. high ability, resource program) when making your
decision? 0=Not at all important, 10=Extremely important (23 responses)

11. What other important factors impacted your decision to send your child(ren) to a school other
than St. John the Baptist Catholic School? (12 responses)













The transportation and assistance for my son who has ADHD.
Cost and location.
Sorry. I failed to say last time. My daughter will have a mobility dog soon and we were
told she could not bring her dog with her to school.
Services like remediation, speech, and therapies.
Cost, we wouldn't qualify for assistance. Spouse not Catholic.
1. the fact that we had started at a school in preschool, and they were thriving. the
children were learning more than average by being able to move at their own pace and
loved to go to school every day. 2. bus transportation
Diversity and experiences
Cost
How your treated by staff and teachers
None
cost
5



I liked the fact that my child had to learn about diversity.

12. Do you have any suggestions that would help improve St. John the Baptist Catholic School?
(8 responses)











As a family who doesn’t attend St. John’s, I would like to see the school be selfsupporting, i.e. not using church tithe dollars towards supporting the school. I recall a few
years ago seeing a pie chart that broke down where the tithe dollars were going and was
unpleasantly surprised to see how large of a chunk went towards the school. Anytime we
have a capital campaign or the CPC, I feel frustrated knowing that some of the money we
tithe intending it to be used to support the church has gone to the the school and we are
being asked for more money. If the school families want the option of sending their
children to a private school, their tuition dollars need to fully support the school.
Additionally as a family who doesn’t attend St. John’s, I often feel a disconnect with our
church because, whether intentional or not, there always seems to be the feeling that nonschool families are less important.
No. Not that familiar with it.
Maybe ask me about religious education instead.
It's great that SJB offers differentiated learning for those that need more of a challenge in
the way of math and language. Don't know if it's possible to expand the DEEP program
into Science and Social Studies/Geography. To me St. John's stands out from the rest of
the Catholic schools in their academic offerings. It's wonderful that they offer robotics
and Spanish as well. I've heard great things about Resurrection School's House Program.
Might be something to eventually incorporate at SJB.
We would like to feel that we are part of the community. Treat everybody the same way
and everything will fall into place:)
None
cost both at St John's and Memorial. How to afford...
No I do not
No
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St. John the Baptist Catholic School
Parent Survey - December 2018
82 Responses
1. What are 3-5 of the greatest strengths of St. John the Baptist Catholic School? (79 responses)





















Communication, Respect, Inclusion
Academically competitive, strong religion curriculum, strong parent involvement,
genuine interest in student success is demonstrated by staff.
Catholic education, DEEP/SEEDS, committed principal
Parental involvement
Christ based learning
Holding students accountable
SJB has teachers who truly care and differentiate instruction
High ability program, as well as the Resource Room
Faith is evident in EVERY classroom
Superior communication by Mrs. Flatt--parents are always in the loop
caring teachers
1) Teachers - passionate about teaching
2) Faith
3) Sense of community between parents, teachers, students
4) High quality education (current A status)
5) The principal and teachers are always forward thinking. You can't teach students the
same way today as they were taught 30 years ago and SJB is always evolving. Learning
new ways with technology or teaching children with IEPs are just two examples.
Faith based education reinforcing message at home. High quality learning and high
school prep. Family atmosphere.
Teachers, prayer life, and different educational opportunities
Strong Leadership, Welcoming, Opportunities for Diverse Learners, Amazing teachers
Learning in a catholic environment, small size classes, great teachers.
-Offering high ability classes from K-8 is extremely unique for catholic schools in the
area and a huge draw for SJB for me.
-widespread use of technology
-academic excellence
-quality facilities
-excellent communication between teachers/principal and parents.
Communication is great, high academic standards, professionalism
1) Educatonal rigor that well prepares students for High School. 2) Develops high
achieving students as evidenced by very strong ISTEP results. 3) Diverse and high
quality extracurricular activities (i.e. every school has athletics, but SJB also has strong
quality programs such as Speech, Sea Perch, School Play, Spell Bowl, etc.)
1.Communication between parents and their children’s teachers
2. Commitment to Educational Excellence
3. Spiritual guidance and Catholic Education
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Top notch learning, great community, fantastic enrichment
Unity, staff, and Parish Life
Caring teachers and principal, A-rated school, Father Tom
Faith based, individualized learning opportunities, flexibility in thinking/managing of
school, giving opportunities, weekly art and music!!!
The caliber of our educators, ‘family-like’ environment, and faith centered education
staff, SEEDS & DEEP, Catholic based, academics, did I mention the staff? ;)
academic rigor, academic achievement, high quality teachers, high expectations of
excellence, extracurricular activities
1) Catholic 2) Top-rated school 3) Teachers and staff
Small Classroom size, Caring personalities of the teachers/staff, the way the teachers use
technology to educate (keeping up with technology world), 1 to 1 chrome
books/electronics, mid-term updates.
1) Small class size,
2) Engaged teachers and staff,
3) Religious education
1. Dedicated, caring, professional teachers and staff. 2. High quality education for
students based each one's learning needs. 3. Activities that help students learn the
Carholic faith by living it.
Mrs. Flatt, veteran teachers, parent volunteers
family involvement, differentiated levels of coursework within same grade, safe
community environment, catholic values reinforced in all areas, small class size
Family atmosphere
Great faculty and staff
Focus on education
Prayer/faith, Individualized ability education (seeds/deep), supports memorial hs, always
teaching proper grammar-for some reason public schools lack teaching proper grammar
and English I’ve noticed since I was a child. Still exists (Proper verb tense etc etc)
Academics are very strong. The teachers have high expectations for the students to
behave well. The school instills strong leadership values. The new leadership program
they are implementing has been excellent.
The teachers they really care, and treat the children as their own.
The standards and expectations. From what I've seen there is no bullying, and attempts
are made to fit everyone in.
Religon: The priests are some of the best in the diocese.
Students are both challenged and supported. The majority of the staff make you feel like
family. Our children are well-loved and cared for while at school.
1. Faith formation (mass, religion classes etc.). 2. High quality teachers who care about
the students. 3. Challenging curriculum
Teachers and staff, class size, families
Sense of community, communication with parents, academic preparation
Community, meeting needs of varied abilities, high quality education
Staff (Admin and Teachers are amazing!), Deep and Seed program (we have been blessed
to be able to take advantage of both of these programs), Prayer (love that the kids have
the opportunity to pray thru out the day)
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-Dedicated staff and administration
-High academic expectations
-Technology
- Faith
Excellent academics
Family atmosphere
Communication is on point
Parent participation, teacher engagement, well maintained facilities
Dedicated staff, strong academic reputation, Catholic identity
Teachers, Parishioners, academics
Faith based education
Commitment of SJB families to the school and to their children’s education.
Teachers that truly choose to educate in a Catholic setting
Class size
1. family feel
2. academics
3. discipline for students
The staff, incorporating mass into their school week, the smaller class size
The Principal, communication, fabulous teachers; implementation of 7 Habits
Administrators and teachers who truly care about students...academically, spiritually, and
socially.
Feeling of St. John being a family.
Academic strength...students graduate well prepared for high school.
Strong curriculum, faith based, dedicated staff
Constant focus on catholic basis for education; school size; technology
Family atmosphere
Guided by faith
Caring teachers
Superior education, principal dedication to the school and students, caring teachers,
cleanliness, adequate light,
Technology, school security, principal leadership, updated school campus, resources, and
academic excellence are some of SJB strengths.
Good community, strong morals, organized, updated security and small classroom sizes
Kids are challenged academically, great teachers and partnership, and I feel like we are
one big family
Great faculty, safe facility, warm atmosphere
A rating, small class sizes, faith based teaching.
sense of community, caring and dedicated teachers and staff, religious education
Academics, community, technology, class size
Great communication from principal and staff, strong leadership, families
Christ-centered in all activities; Academic performance; Academic differentiation
(something for all abilities); School musical and music program in general; overall
excellent quality and caring faculty and staff
caring teachers and principal
programs for different learners (SEEDS, DEEP, teachers who change expectations for
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children)
positive energy
Teachers love the students, great learning environment, many sports to choose from.
Communication
Great teachers
Strong standards, great ethics and individualized instruction.
Small class size, access to teachers and faculty, ability to know classmates and families,
and most importantly, combining our faith with education
small class size, teachers, sense of community
The faculty, technology program
1. Small, family friendly environment.
2. The interaction/communication between teachers and parents.
3. Education with a concentration on family, religion and learning to be good people.
Lots of communication with parents. Fun activities happening in classes and school.
Caring teachers.
Education, Teachers,and Principal
DEEP program, small class sizes, spirituality in the school
Sense of community, 1:1, safe environment
The integration of our faith into every school day
Our caring and dedicated faculty and administration
Our strong and open communication as a school family
Our pride in our school, Tiger Pride!
Teachers, Teachers, Teachers
Education - top notch!
Specialty programs - SEED/DEEP. Wonderful programs for those students.
Community - All families are on this journey together
Teachers - have been very pleased thus far.
Principal - Mrs. Flatt is wonderful. Wouldn't want anyone else running the show!
DEEP program, SEEDS program, family involvement opportunities
Great family, excellent academics, good leadership
Faith, Caring, DEEP/SEEDS program, the teachers

2. What are 3-5 greatest concerns you have about St. John the Baptist Catholic School? (68
responses)









Bullying and the ability of the school to manage it consistently, lack of priest
involvement,...not viewed as an important ministry, cliques created by some teachers,
competitive culture vs. all inclusive
The length of the school day is so much shorter than the rest of the schools in the
area/state
I know SJB is THE BEST school in the Dioceses!
too much homework
1) The disinterest SJB Catholic church community has with the school.
2) The drama that happened with our principal and another family of the
school/church/diocese.
Increase cost each year. Utilization of clergy.
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Gun safety, bullying, student Independence
Wish the teachers were paid more, would love to see preschool as part of the school
again, aides are needed for elementary classrooms
Keeping enrollment up, lack of support (presence in school) from SJB priests, getting
enough parents involved.
-After school care program quality and facility. There seems to be a lack in continuity of
care. Many days there are only high school aged kids overseeing the program.
-improved facilities for preschool program
I feel like there is always something going on that is asking for money...several
fundraisers, donations for this or that (ROAR, Christmas), etc.
1) Teacher turnover is higher than you'd like. 2) Cost of education...high income families
can afford, low income can get tuition assistance, middle income has to bite the bullet
and make sacrifices in other areas to be able to afford to send their children to SJB. While
I believe SJB is a level above Castle, Castle is still a quality school system that provides a
much less expensive option. Many families make the choice to send kids to Castle due to
cost not necessarily because they think Castle provides a better education. 3) School
building itself is getting old. Work this summer on hallways helps aesthetically, but longterm is school building viable.
1. The social culture- cliques between teachers, admin, and parents
2. The staff member who is a parent- their role should be limited to parent in regards to
issues involving their children (during school as well as extracurricular activities).
3. Admin should refrain from involving themselves in conflicts between parents. See #2.
If a parent is also a teacher, the teacher should not get preferential treatment. Admin
should stay out of it.
4. Pastors should have more involvement with the school. One of them should be visiting
the children at school AT LEAST once a week, apart from all school Mass.
Cost, lack of diversity, staff turn over
I have no concerns at this time.
Price, not embracing our unique opportunities to be different, structured recess,
concerning middle school: lack of home economics
Stagnant growth, lack of involvement/support from the Parish, & short school day
keeping enrollment up
No concerns
Enrollment, lack of support from the Parish staff, Remaining a top-rated school
The "mean" students have found ways to bully without the staff being aware, would like
more of a presence from our priests, not sure how Tiger of the Week works,
1) Cost for families who don't qualify for vouchers,
2) Class size
3) Lack of Support and/or Indifference from Parish Staff and Entire Parish (Need for
strong leadership to bridge gap/rift between school vs. non-school families in the parish).
1. The Catechism could be more clearly taught (in addition to teaching facts, such as
prayers, bible passages, etc., help students also form their concsience through studying
and learning the Catechism. I asked a middle school student if they learned the
Catechism, and they said no and we're not clear on what I was referring to). 2. the Parish
does not do a strong enough job promoting the school's success, recognizing its staff, and
lifting up the school as a central ministry of the parish. The parish gives money and has
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information in the bulletin, but there is much more the priests and parish could do to
support and lift up the school as a central ministry of our parish. 3. The school needs
access to better outdoor athletic facilities. The school has made improvements in last few
years, but continued improvements would be helpful.
Sharing/upholding high expectations for students with new faculty members, lack of
quality facility for pre-k
overuse of technology, indoor recess that doesn't involve physical activity,
Diversity
Bullying, special treatment based on social status, harder grading scale than public
school, confidentiality regarding voucher programs and seeds programs.
I would like to see organized recess eliminated, and free choice recess brought back for
upper elementary grades. The students are typically overscheduled anyway, and greatly
need free time to play however they want. They have a nice playground and the kids
should be able to play on it at all recess times. I would also like to see guidelines for food
at class parties relaxed. They should be able to have fruit dip, vegetable dip, flavored
waters, etc. There are only 3 class parties a year, so having treats during those rare parties
would be good.
To be honest I have none.
In general, behavior issues for children who don’t fit the norm are not addressed in a way
that is suitable or helpful for the individual child.
1. Lack of support from the pastor and parish. 2. Tuition rates or “book fee” increases
each year. 3. Too sport centered and not enough academic clubs
Lack of priest presence, loss of Catholic identity, tuirtion costs
New resource dept structure, 1:1 reliance can be frustrating for families without access at
home, students who aren't at the "top" feeling slow or left behind, entitlement among
students
lack of space for growth (our outside athletic field are lacking and the school doesn't have
space to expand) Athletic games and practices on Sundays. Lack of support from our
parish (Would like to see more time and talent from our Priest and Parish staff spent on
the school. I think it is sad that non of them show up to school events to show support,
also there is a lack of Enthusiasm from the Parish office when it comes to the school.) I
would like to see the middle school religious Education focus more on the Catechism.
I would like to see more of a partnership between the school staff and parish staff and
priests. It would be nice to see more support from the parish office on a day to day basis!
I don’t have any at this time
Over reliance on technology, lack of classical education, lack of innovation in terms of
non-standard school year and hours
Preschool, enrollment, continued innovation, staff burnout
Consistent funding requests-would prefer the option to “pay upfront” to simplify all the
back and forth for different projects, etc
After care structure needs to be revisited with the number of children currently enrolled
in the program
I am concerned with the lack of positive dynamic between the church and our school. It
seems there are many benefits (for both parties) being missed with the strained
relationship
I have none
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Preschool;lack of home economics, stem classes, etc. for middle school, space for future
expansion
Keeping enrollment up so we can continue to afford top-notch teachers, classrooms,
facilities, etc.
I feel financial aid should be parish based not state funded. StJB overall has strong
middle school but think diocese should consider consolidating some of middle schools to
allow greater variety of teachers and experiences.
Understanding the long-term school plans/goals; keeping and maintaining staff
Out-growing current facilities
Joining preschool to the elementary school would be ideal
SJB could improve on the school’s cafeteria food.
Only have one, my dad try to pickup our son from after school care the other day. I guess
there was a staff meeting and the front deck was left unattended and he was unable to
pick him up.
Limited special education resources, expense of tuition, small classrooms (physical size)
After school seems unstructured. Would like more sports (eg track) and other
extracurriculars (drama)
Student safety, school safety
little diversity, cliques among children groups
Not talked about at mass, weak youth group participation, priest involvement
Middle school dynamics...leading many students to leave Catholic school system;
students somewhat disconnected from other Catholic schools, impacts when they get to
Memorial; Lack of recess...burnout and diminished social skills.
separation from parish and lack of feeling like a parish school, families that are members
at school but not active at church
more opportunities for Catholic speakers and Catholic experiences (Adoration, priest
involvement, etc.)
Clique-parent groups, not all inclusive, high achievers get a lot of praise-not so much for
average students
The disparity in homework’s for the same grade? Is my child working enough or too
much? The healthiness of the lunches but being French, I have a different way of eating
so I am not criticizing it is just different. Those would be the concerns if I were to think
hard, though not high priority for me.
Teacher turnover, making sure the school and continue to make improvements in
technology, raising tuition rates
food choices, more extra curricular activities for young students (K-2)
Continuing to grow technology, continuing expanding curriculum to serve both ends of
the spectrum
Having the funds to stay up to date on technology for the classrooms as well as the
individual students (i.e. ipads and Chromebooks).
The after care program has been utter chaos every time I've picked up from there. I'd love
to see this program reorganized to include a room for quiet HW doing and help, as well
as plenty of active play time when finished. It also seems like the space if very small for
the numbers. Could they be split up? It seems like many students and families would
benefit from this program being less "babysitting" and more homework help/possible
service projects/active play. I'm also concerned that the pre-school is not accredited. It's
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hard for me to make a switch (with my younger child) to St. John's preschool when we
are currently at an accredited center.
I rarely see our pastor at school events, would like to see parish leadership regularly
vested in our school. I would like to see greater ethnic diversity at SJB both in students
and in staffing.
Outgrowing our facilities, ability to upgrade facilities.
When students, especially middle school students, transfer in from other schools I believe
we should take a closer look at why they’re leaving their prior school before we let them
enroll. If kids are causing repetitive major problems at their school I feel we should not
be letting them transfer to SJB.
I believe our prinicipal and dean of students (I believe that is the title for Mr. Day) are
dedicated and amazing! We are very blessed to have them at SJB!! I also believe that we
need to be careful to not overload them. Other schools have assistant principals and I
believe we should also. We must give our administration, and our awesome teachers, all
the help and support they need to continue to keep SJB at the high level of excellence that
they have developed in our school! Assistant principals are not a new concept and nor are
they a luxury- they are necessary and SJB should have one.
Our teachers and administration have worked hard and through state testing and school
grades and ratings- they have put SJB at the top!! The scores have shown that. I feel we
need to make sure our teachers and administrators are being fully supported and equipped
to continue to help our kids grow and succeed. I also believe they should be paid very
well.
Another concern I have is that Father Tom has led two masses from the start of school
until Thanksgiving. I find this very sad. I would love to see Father Tom, and more of our
parish leadership, more involved in SJB school.
No real concerns.....but would hope that shortage of new students, Competitive teacher
wages, Influence from church in school affairs are not issues.
After School Care - I wish there was a homework completion program. It's terrible when
your child comes home at 6pm, and has to do homework until bedtime. We are trying to
teach the kids to be proactive, but it's a challenge.
Kinder Kountry - Love this institution, but wish they were more affiliated w/ the school.
Music - I wish children who were interested in learning to play a musical instrument
would do so at school, especially at a young age.
Limited number of openings at Kinder Kountry
Consistency with discipline and addressing general concerns, staff turnover in the lower
grades, No student lead leadership program in place (student government) we are set up
to align with a castle feeder school more than a memorial feeder school
keeping the staff supplied with the needed resources to continue the great job that they
are doing

3. What major priorities need to be addressed in the new strategic plan over the next 3-5 years?
(63 responses)


Work on culture....culture eats strategy for breakfast. We talk the talk about inclusion
kindness, and do a lot for charity....but the underlying culture of the school does not
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support those things. Much of this is driven by the lack of interest and/or involvement of
the Parish staff.
The length of the school day.
I think we need to address the maintenance of our school; not just cosmetic but also the
mechanical aspect. (Boilers, HVAC, etc.)
Lower level special needs program. Involvement of school parents in parish. Faith growth
of families.
Gun safety, parent involvement in bowling in more outdoor play or work for all grades.
Build marketing and enrollment efforts, strengthen and grow our preschool program, find
ways to add more space, add an assistant principal
Advertising to get new families interested in SJB, Focus on getting priests more actively
involved in the school, Encourage more parental involvement.
Improvement to after school care program and preschool
Ensure tuition is in line w/ other options (e.g. Evansville Christian, Day School, etc.) and
affordable enough to justify sending kids to SJB vs Castle...a "free" public school.
1. Parents and staff should not be connected on social media unless a previous
relationship outside of the school exists. Any fraternizing outside of school between
teachers, parents and admin should be limited and not posted on social media.
2. Supervisors and coaches of extracurricular activities should receive a stipend so as not
to rely on parent volunteers to supervise or coach their own children.
3. Pastoral involvement- see above
4. School Board- major decisions should be left to a private vote of the school board and
not made bilaterally by the admin and pastor. Parents and guardians should be able to
bring issues to the school board with some benefit of anonymity. Having admin or
pastors present creates an intimidating culture for those who have legitimate concerns.
Staff retention, facilities
keeping communication constant with the parish community
I worry that all the focus will be to build/create a Taj Magal facility and drive tuition
even higher. We have so many students that attend SJB parish, yet parents have chosen
public school. Even with vouchers, our student body hasn’t seemed to grow back to
before we went full tuition. (Many grades operated at capacity) Our volunteer pool seems
to be much smaller-might be time to incentivize parents to get more involved.
The number 1 priority is to encourage involvement and support from the parish. The
school is the largest ministry of the parish, however they are treated as two separate
entities. Instead of operating in individual silos, we should be actively collaborating to
promote and support one another.
keeping enrollment up
Increase diversity, increase learning opportunities outside classroom, adapt curriculum to
21st Century Learning/Global Education
Keep Catholic faith at the center of education. Keep enrollment steady or growing.
Continually developing or employing teaching methods and tools
Address structural problems (leaks, sticky lockers, etc), update kitchen (coolers, storage,
etc). The new look is nice, but the kids talk about the leaks, lockers and the coolers a lot.
1) Relationship between the School and the Parish as a whole (take a look at the notable
differences compared to other catholic schools in the area)
2) Cost to all families / Financial Support
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1. Supporting teachers and principle financially (pay), and with resources they need to
serve the children and with appreciation and recognition for the work they do. The people
and their personal devotion to the Catholic faith and the children are the greatest strength
of the school. We need to continually attract, retain, and support humble, hungry, smart,
Catholic people to teach and lead our school.
New/remodeled Pre-K building, increased oversight/support of new teachers to ensure
they are meeting expectations for holding our children to high standards
Fundraising
Volunteer development and engagement
Grading scale adjust to coordinate with public school system scale. Offer extra help for
kids who struggle w learning/understanding the material
School safety and security. Training and communication among administration and staff
for handling behavior concerns.
High turnover of teachers, how to set SJB apart from fine public school options in the
area
1. Get parish and pastor to be more active in the school. 2. Parish to better financially
support the school. 3. Look into getting religious sisters to teach at school
Catholic identity plan
SEEDS dept with better inclusion,
Growth, and parish support
Continued technological advances
Reducing tuition across the board and/or being more creative with ways for families to
support SJB at a lower tuition rate that provides more opportunities for tax breaks (e.g.
lower tuition with a higher parish contribution expectation).
Differentiating itself from Castle schools, e.g. daily mass for middle schoolers, longer
days, alternative school years (year round with more, shorter breaks). Catholic education
is becoming more and more for the wealthy and as society continues to become more
secular, mass once a week will not be enough to maintain the student base versus an
education at a competitive govt run school
End the over reliance on screens / technology.
Preschool, competitive differentiators
Facility & technology upgrades, updates, & expenses.
Structure of after care program
Continued focus on updating technology for students
1. Getting the preschool under the school roof
Make preschool a true feeder school to grade school, pay teachers more ( SJB teachers
are the best!)
Continuing to keep up with technology for students to use/experience.
Continuing to keep classrooms equipped with the best learning tools/materials for
students.
Consolidating middle schools, As a result of vouchers, I'm concerned tuition will
continue to increase and result in decline of middle income married couples being able to
afford tuition and not qualifying for aid or not wanting to accept government handouts.
staff retention; staff attrition; technology; school improvements
Joining preschool to the elementary school
SJB is constantly improving the school to meet their students needs.
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Continuing education for teachers
As above
Student/school safety, facility updates, technology.
not sure
How to expand the school so that Kinder Kountry is under the same roof.
Priest involvement, talked about at church since it is part of the church whether your
children attend here or not, assistant principal, being able to attend Friday mass every
Friday by moving Friday funerals slightly later to accommodate this
Increase Catholic Identity - connect to Memorial and beyond; More diversity in the
school; Language skills focus
Mass attendance
parish/school relationship
Increasing enrollment
N/A
Continuing church support for the school, continuous improvement in technology
Facility maintenance
1. Keeping up with the technology changes
Preschool, after-care program
Continue to grow the SEEDS program to reach students with greater special needs.
Continue to grow the DEEP program to areas in science/history, and expanding the math
program to meet the needs of students with high school level math capabilities.
More opportunities for students to express creativity. Expanding the art program.
I believe we need an assistant principal to help take the weight off of our current school
administration and continue to meet all of the needs of our awesome and growing school.
Also- we start school at the same time as Memorial. This is a nightmare for parents who
want to continue thier kids in the catholic education system. Many families go down the
street to Castle because of the impossible logistics of getting their SJB student to SJB
school and also their Memorial student to school.
We follow Warrick school schedule so it feels like we’re catering to Castle families and
feeding into Castle due to Memorial following EVSC. If kids play sports for Memorial
feeder they’re on sports break during Evsc’s fall break but doubled up on Warrick fall
break. We’re the only school in the diocese like that. How can we make this better and
get back to being a true Memorial feeder school?
Maybe we could provide a bus to Memorial to help our families continue their kids
catholic education?
I think we need to start the discussion of how we can make this work better for families
who are wanting to keep their children in our awesome catholic school system.
Whatever Administrators & teachers feel needs improvement. Possibly the floor in the
smaller gym.
Marketing - need to get kids into K/1st grade to fill up those classrooms. This should be
top priority
Kinder Kountry - similar reason for above, but this needs to become a part of the school
to round-out all early education programs. Why is it named Kinder Kountry, anyway?
Shouldn't it just be St. Johns Preschool?
After School Care -
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Providing more openings for Kinder Kountry, having Kinder Kountry classes connected
in the K-8 building
Continuing to encourage students into catholic education
just keep updating

4. As a parent, how likely is it that you would recommend St. John the Baptist Catholic School to
your family, friends, and colleagues? Please select the number on the scale that most represents
how you feel today. 0=Not at likely to recommend the school to others, 5=Neutral,
10=Extremely likely to recommend school to others (82 responses)

5. If you responded to the last question with less than 10, what would we need to do to move you
closer to a 10? (14 responses)

















See above
N/A
A pastor who strongly, openly and vocally supports and promotes the School to the entire
parish.
Address kids who struggle in the classroom, reach out to parents rather than parents
always reaching out to teachers when a child gets poor grades. Offer student extra help to
get them to understand
Concerns listed above
Hire a couple religious sisters to teach at school
Innovations in learning - SJB needs to do a much better job differentiating itself from
Castle schools. Alternative school years, longer hours with addtl breaks, more classical
education topics. Having a morning, lunch, and afternoon prayer are not enough to justify
thousands of addtl education dollars beyond what most already give to public schools.
More time within the school system-my child is currently enrolled in kindergarten
Cost
ensure fairness throughout the entire structure of the school for all students.
Increase special education resources
We are not catholic, public schools are good too
improve diversity
Not all children thrive in a smaller environment. Some children need bigger
environments to find their group of friends or feel accepted.
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6. Why did you choose to send your child(ren) to St. John the Baptist Catholic School? (78
responses)

































Catholic education
Heard great things about the school from others and also smaller class sizes
Better student-to-teacher ratio (as compared to public school), diverse curriculum, student
safety.
Catholic education nearby
Parental involvement
Christ based learning
Holding students accountable
The obvious response is for a Catholic education. We could have chosen other schools
closer to our house. SBJ faculty provides a quality of education far superior than the other
east side feeder schools. This shows in the ISTEP data, as well.
safe environment
We chose St. John's because one of our friends sends their children to SJB.
Smaller class sizes, opportunities and high ability
Small Class Size, Catholic Identity, Warm, friendly environment
Small class size and catholic education
Quality education, small class sizes, faith centered approach
Besides the Catholic piece, because of the great reputation.
High quality education in a smaller school setting w/ a better environment for learning
than a Castle.
Tradition and Catholic education
Excellent education in kind community
Atmosphere, staff, ratings, and location
It was a good, Catholic School, and at the time, not far from where we lived. Was
married there and both kids baptized there.
Small class sized, faith based, close by, peer mentoring
Faith-based education is exceptionally important in our family, and was the overarching
reason we considered SJB. The smaller classroom sizes truly impacted our decision, and
the unspoken sense of community was the differentiating factor that solidified our
decision.
Catholic based was high up there but the main reason was when we toured the public
school and SJB there was no comparison on how we were treated and felt so much more
welcome at SJB
I heard very good things from other parents about SJB Catholic School.
We believe in Catholic education and that it is vital for faith formation.
Elizabeth reached out to us. When our current situation changed, we appreciated this and
took a tour. We were impressed with the technology and the facility as a whole.
Started because we value a Catholic education, but we continue because of the quality of
staff and principle and the quality of education and caring environment they provide.
Proximity to my home, reputation for high quality academics, catholic character
desired a Catholic school, high ability program, location, welcoming feeling of the
church at Mass
Excellent academics
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Catholic education-faith and morals
I chose the school due to its strong academic programs and its expectations for positive
student behavior.
It was the closest Catholic school.
The majority of the staff go above and beyond for their students and truly care about their
well-being.
Catholic identity and class size
Catholic education and quality of education.
The high academics, small, close knit school community, and faith based values.
Because its a catholic school
The school is close. I like that ,y kids can pray in school. The deep program is definitely a
plus.
Catholic school near where we live
Academic reputation, Catholic focus
Quality of the faith based education & the teacher discount on tuition given.
For a Catholic centered education focused on not only teaching my child what he needs
from an education standpoint, but also surrounding him in a positive, God focused
environment.
I attended St. John as a child.
So they will have religious teachings included in their school education
Daily immersion in their faith; small class size; great teachers/staff/ Principal; the
encouragement for our kids to strive for their best effort
We are Catholic and live in Newburgh. Strong belief in Catholic education.
Catholic faith and values. Choose StJB die to bus service.
Support their Catholic faith upbringing
The superior education and the opportunity to learn about the Catholic faith.
SJB school’s academics, resources, campus, and technology made us choose this school
for our children.
It is important to us that our kids have a faith based school on top of good education and
teachers who care.
Religiously-based, Small class sizes and family feel
It is small and allows more individual attention
Faith based teaching, A rated, small classes/school.
I went there, my family goes there, and it is a good school.
I teach here & get a tuition discount
Great staff top to bottom, use of technology, high ability offerings
Resource program, proximity, Church
Catholicism
Only Catholic school close to us.
Faith based education. Small class sizes
Small school, small class sizes, catholic upbringing.
We wanted our children to have an education that embraced our faith.
Catholic education, small class size
Small school setting in a Catholic environment
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For the education combined with religion on a daily basis. We enjoy being part of a small
community where everyone knows each other. It feels like everyone looks out for each
other and truly cares about my children.
Small classes, Catholic education, 2 classes per grade, caring teachers, high ability and
special education programs available as needed.
Better education and smaller class size. Plus learn about Jesus!
Small class sizes and spirituality in education
I want to give my children a great education while being immersed in their Catholic faith.
I wanted to provide my kids with a faith based education in a smaller private school
setting. The safe environment is really important to me and I appreciate the family like
atmosphere our school provides.
Family situation
We really chose our parish based on the school. We believe that raising our kids in the
full Catholic life involves both a great parish and a great school together, and we
wouldn't have it any other way.
Convenience for work location, catholic values
It’s where we belong
For the catholic school experience and because it feels like home

7. Did you send your child(ren) to Kinder Kountry? (82 responses)

8. What factors impacted your decision to send/not send your child(ren) to Kinder Kountry? (70
responses)












Heard great things about this program
Better programs avaialble
Did not live in Evansville at the time.
affiliated with the church and school
We wanted our child to have more friends when making the transition from pre-school to
Kindergarten. Our oldest did not go to Kinder Kountry and there was only one other child
in his pre-school class that came to SJB.
Pick up traffic
The facility
Convenience of being on the same campus
great education and environment and convenience to SJB
Location in relation to where I work, facilities compared to employer offered
childcare/preschool were lacking
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Very little space, have to pay for daycare and preschool in the first year, don't like the
AM/PM aspect.
Had to be at least 3 years old I believe and hours weren't conducive to working family.
Didn't want to switch kids from their daycare at 1-2 years old to a new school at 3. This
applied to us 10 years ago, so this may not still be applicable any longer...not sure.
We already had a great preschool.
Not living here at that time
To prepare my child for grade school
Knew we intended to send them to school there. Once extended care was added we
moved our oldest there from her prior daycare.
good reputation (started with Mrs. Huff) and knew Mrs. Peak
Convenience. To be clear, only one of my kids went to Kinder Kountry and we made the
move from our previous preschool when my oldest was in Kindergarten.
5 day program, felt like I was supporting the church, fed to SJB and loved when it was
actually in the same building as SJB
N/A
It was a natural fit to send them there since it's our parish.
rumors 10+ years ago
Convenience for working parents. Did it for a year, but then had a bad experience with
Julie Swihart.
We sent some children to KK, but stopped after the school moved back to its current
space. The overall quality if the experience whent down at that point.
Connection with SJB Catholic School
didn't live here
We wanted to be involved with school from the start
Catholic
Same as above. Kenzie loved the first year so it's where she has been ever since.
Mrs. Kunce and Mrs. O’Connell
Cost (no discount for multiple children), and unfriendly leadership (not trying to
accommodate multiple children).
Thought was more affiliated with the grade school
They were in a home school environment
Location
Convenience at first. The Pre-K 5 day program is very good.
We pulled our Kids from Kinder Kountry when they relocated into the Annex building.
KK feels separate from SJB. The lack of Space in the class room is another reason we
pulled them.
It gives my children a chance to meet peers before K. It also lets them get used to the
school and routines before kindergarten begins. Finally, the teachers are extremely
talented and help prepare children for K both socially and academically.
The director
Closest preschool and they offered extended care
recommendations from other parents
Location, presumed coordination with SJB
location to SJB
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Transition to SJB school system would be smoother for my son by attending Kinder
Kountry; offered “full day” preschool and pre-K options to accommodate my working
parent status.
Spaces available
Proximity to SJB
When I toured it, it didn’t feel like they would be immersed in the faith as much as they
should be fit a Catholic preschool. Didn’t get a good vibe from Director.
Loved that it was associated with St. John. A natural progression to the elementary
school.
When we toured the classroom my child seem to be comfortable in the setting. In like
other preschools we toured.
We were not living in Newburgh.
We sent him to NUMPS first because they had an early 3's program and keep him there
until Pre-K just because it was easy. But we switched him for pre-k because we wanted
him to get use to the structure at St. John's to make the transition to Kindergarten easier.
Also so he could start making new friends.
Hours of operation, expense, small class sizes and great teachers
Proximity and flexible hours
Faith based teaching, small class size, before and after care.
convient, good value, great staff
Convenience
Sent them because it was convenient with older children at the elementary school. Would
likely have send them to NUMPS if doing it over again.
Schedule (both worked full time); had other options before coming to SJB
parish member
Close to home
We lived in Henderson when our child started preschool, and did not know about kinder
kountry. For the other kids I know kinder kountry is limited in space so it is normal to let
those who need it most to let their children attend.
Proximity to the elementary school.
Needed full time preschool
We had a decent experience to Kinder Kountry over all. However, I feel it has a lot of
opportunity. I did not feel like it was ran well. It wasn't as organized as other preschools
we attended. There wasn't a lot of communication. Kinder Kountry is the first impression
of St. Johns elementary. It's needs to be held to a higher standard in terms of organization
as well as a welcoming, friendly environment. I know there isn't a lot of options, but it
needs more space both inside and for parking as well. It feels very cramped. Drop off and
pick up were always a nightmare.
Not accredited, only 5-day option is for pre-k, I would want it available for a 3s room, 4s
room and then pre-K. Tiny space.
The preschool we chose had an excellent reputation and is on site of our workplace which
is most convenient. At the time of the decision initially made approx. 13 years ago, the
preschool at SJB did not have extended hours for working parents, nor did it have the
best reputation in leadership or in curriculum according to other parents in my social
circle, many who were sending kids to NUMPS instead.
Proximity to home, Catholic based.
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I wanted to my kids to be home with a parent playing and enjoying being little as long
and as much as possible.
We were very impressed with the quality of education, and liked how the PreK teachers
prepared them for Kindergarten. Also, the convenience of having all of our kids in the
same location (campus) is fantastic - we are no longer running all over town to collect our
children after work.
Was not comfortable with staff we met with did not seem friendly, was no recommended
by those I trusted and asked.
unaware of Kiner Kounty

9. Are you a parishioner at St. John the Baptist Catholic Church? (82 responses)

10. On a scale of 0-10, how familiar are you with tuition assistance opportunities at St. John the
Baptist Catholic School? 0=Not familiar at all, 10=Extremely familiar (81 responses)
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11. When choosing to send your child(ren) to St. John the Baptist Catholic School how important
of a factor was the quality of the school facilities when making your decision? 0=Not at all
important, 10=Extremely important (82 responses)

12. When choosing to send your child(ren) to St. John the Baptist Catholic School how important
of a factor was the school's Catholic identity when making your decision? 0=Not at all important,
10=Extremely important (82 responses)

13. When choosing to send your child(ren) to St. John the Baptist Catholic School how important
of a factor was the school's small class sizes when making your decision? 0=Not at all important,
10=Extremely important (82 responses)
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14. When choosing to send your child(ren) to St. John the Baptist Catholic School how important
of a factor was the school's differentiated programs (ex. high ability, resource program) when
making your decision? 0=Not at all important, 10=Extremely important (82 responses)

15. What other important factors impacted your decision to send your child(ren) to St. John the
Baptist Catholic School? (33 responses)


















Parental involvement
Christ based learning
Holding students accountable
Fellowship
Just an overall peace and good feeling about the teachers and principal
Reputation of great teachers
Spiritual growth
Personal recommendations
That my children would be in a safe setting learning in a faith based environment with
others
Small neighborhood school feel...I really liked how Dr. Bennett would change things up
when they weren’t meeting the students needs-ex. After seeing students throwing away
lunch to go out to recess, recess was moved so they play first and work up an appetite
then given time at lunch too cool down and get back in the mindset of learning. (And it
didn’t take an act of Congress to try something new)
I must note on the above question, SJB didn't offer these programs so it was not a factor
in our decision; however if I was choosing today, it would be a HUGE factor.
Quality of Curriculum
My child does not participate in high ability programs, however I do push this gift to
others who do not attend SJS.
The positive attitudes and sincere care of the staff and leadership keep us sending our
children back.
Family involvement
Staff
Teacher and staff familiarity
The sense of community and teamwork that is apparent in the building.
The Teachers and Administration staff is a huge reason our Kids are at SJB. We are
blessed to have an amazing staff. I also want my children to have the opportunity to grow
in their Catholic faith.
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My own Catholic education
Non-government run school abiding by Catholic teachings
Recommendations from friends and family, reputation, location
Daily faith immersions
St. John has a family feel to it.
Technology 1 to 1 ratio
Location and family feel
Art, music, Spanish
see above
Family atmosphere, strong faith component, staff
Parent attended Catholic elementary school
Able to visit the school, and have the child come for a day.
The family friendly, overall comfortable environment.
2 classes available at each grade... I feel like being able to mix classes every year is so
important.
The differentiated programs did not exist when we first chose SJB 10 years ago.
However, the development of DEEP was announced at a time when we were starting to
look at other school options to meet my child's needs. DEEP is the best thing that
happened at SJB!
The excellent reputation of the teachers and staff.
The smaller size and the safety and security are very important to me.
I mentioned it earlier, but the parish combined with the school were very important. We
really looked to them as one as we chose where in the tristate region we wanted to settle
in.

16. How long have you had at least one student at St. John the Baptist Catholic School? (82
responses)
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St. John the Baptist Catholic School
Staff Survey - December 2018
29 Responses
1. What are 3-5 of the greatest strengths of St. John the Baptist Catholic School? (28 responses)


















- Positive atmosphere, high academic expectations, resources readily available
- strong teachers
- positive environment
- organized principal
1. Family Community/ Most supportive and friendly staff
2. Unique and continuous opportunities for students
3. Strong teachers & administration
4. Relationship with Fr. Tom and his ability to talk with students and celebrate Mass
5. Strong PTSA
6. Great opportunities for Professional Development
7. reduced tuition for families of teachers
great differentiation (in the gen ed classroom, DEEP and Resource), staff that
collaborates and synergizes well, open and accepting of all types of learners & strong
leadership
Academics, Sense of family, and Strong and effective staff
Family Atmosphere, Innovative Teaching, Catholic Identity, and Strong Communication
The staff whole staff of SJB School works so well together. Love the atmosphere and to
see how everyone is willing to go the extra mile for the students, parents and each other.
The staffs unity.
The children's willingness to learn.
The schools willingness to try new things.
Focused on teaching the Catholic Faith
Organized leadership
Teachers truly care about developing the whole child
Excellent academic program
Family environment, smaller class sizes, teachers and staff who want children to succeed.
1. Continual growth
2. Family focused
3. Strong faith formation
4. Community outreach/aid
The teachers are the number 1 strength. Their dedication to the students here and trying to
make sure each student is getting everything they need to succeed.
Our principal is another strength we have at SJB. Our different programs here such as the
Deep and Seeds programs are wonderful for both those students needing extra help and
those that need to be challenged.
(1) Student success is always at the forefront of our goals. (2) Student and Staff moral is
amazing; everyone feels supported and loved. (3) Our faith permeates the curriculum (4)
Our staff is always willing to go above and beyond to find new ways of reaching kids to
support student success. (5) Our support staff is out of this world amazing.
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1. The amazing staff here at SJB. Always looking to work together to create the best
environment possible for our students.
2. The strong support of our PTSA and local Parish.
3. The leadership from our Principal and her guidance toward making this school an
unforgettable experience for our students.
-high rigor
-differentiation
-technology
-close knit staff
-strong administration
*Teachers want what is best for every student.
*Academics and faith are the focus in each classroom.
*Students are valued.
1. We feel like a family.
2. Everyone works for the good of the group.
3. We truly care about each other.
Having a sense of community, hard working staff and faculty, and working toward a
common goal
Quality staff
Loving atmosphere
Technology
The staff support, administrative support and support from parents/families are what I
truly see as SJB's greatest strengths, and the overall support is what makes it so great.
Family atmosphere, the administration and the teachers who work together so well.
the bar for academics is set very high, dynamic teachers, differentiated instruction
throughout classrooms and SEEDS/DEEP programs
Teachers who care about students, teachers who are learners and try/do new things,
teachers who get along and care about each other, school administration always looking
for ways to improve our school, school administration cares for teachers
1. Rapport between students & parents & faculty/staff
2. Positive attitudes within our SJB building
3. Parents appreciation for SJB faculty/staff & vice versa
4. Many different learning abilities offered here @ SJB
5. Very respectful attitudes within the walls of SJB school (maybe not 100% but very
high %)
The greatest strengths of SJB include the family environment, the williness to grow and
continue to develop and improve, and the faith shared within the building.
1-dedicated principal committed to the success of the school
2-teachers who go above and beyond
3-teamwork of teachers and generally parents
4-SEEDS and DEEP and addressing unique needs of learners
SEEDS program, DEEP program, positive staff relationships, positive family/ staff
communication
Faith, academics, dedicated staff
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2. What are 3-5 greatest concerns you have about St. John the Baptist Catholic School? (24
responses)

























-Lack of diversity, not enough hands-on service opportunities
-Pre-K/Preschool connection to the school
-not enough space in the school building
lack of real connection between Kindercountry and SJB, no physical room in the building
to grow and expand programs/classes
As with any school, meeting the emotional needs of students is vital. (Do all the students
feel included? Do they have a sense of empathy toward others? Do they feel a sense of
service and giving back to the community? Do they have a strong connection and love of
God?) Academics can be measured through test scores. It is more difficult to measure
their emotional health. Our Youth First counselor is a big component to ensuring that
need is being met, but she is only here 1 1/2 days per week.
Preschool, Lack of priest involvement
Space continues to be an issue. Some days we have to use the nurse's office for a meeting
space. Although it is getting a little better, I still feel like the communication between
school and parish is as strong as it could be. I'm not sure how to go about making it
better.
Scheduling is hectic sometimes, short class periods
better sense of partnership between parish and school
Safety
The greatest concern I feel is trying to do more than we can really take on. I feel we take
in certain students that require so much extra attention that we are pulled too thin. It is as
if we are neglecting the larger group of kids who need some extra attention in order to
take care of just a few who require a lot of extra attention.
Community Outreach opportunities for students is not widely available.
1. The partnership between parents, teachers, and students.
2. The lack of presence of the leaders of the church in the school.
3. The division between the church and the school. Seems the students keep them
separate when ideally we would like to have our students feel the connection.
*try to take on too many new strategies/programs at once
*not using common methods for teaching some subject areas (This is improving.)
I have no concerns
maintaining programs
Maintaining current aging building (air and heating issues)
I cannot think of any concerns at this time.
Need for a full time assistant principal to lessen the load for the principal, hopefully
enrollment will continue to climb, Pre-School/Pre-K needs to become part of our school
n/a
I'd like to see more emphasis on serving the community. I'd like to see more student
leadership opportunities. I'd like to see updates to the promethean boards and sound
system.
1. Need for video communication of events etc. (outside/inside of school) Electronic
message boards.
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2. Pre school not directly physically connected to SJB school.
3. Constant need of ASC workers to fill spots when someone can not make it from
regular ASC staff.
4. Need for assistant principal/dean of students so teacher(s) can teach & not be
interrupted during class to deal with discipline issues.
I am concerned with our heating and cooling system, leaks in the roof, and the challenges
of being a k-8 school with different needs for elementary versus middle school.
1-parent negativity
2-staff burnout
3-stronger discipline
4-keeping Catholic identity at the center
Having marketing director for SJB in charge/ part of school marketing (not just teacher
group responsible), number of spots limited at Kinder Kountry could effect school
enrollment negatively

3. What major priorities need to be addressed in the new strategic plan over the next 3-5 years?
(25 responses)













- hiring an assistant principal
- more space in the school building
1. Continue excelling with technology and staying updated
2. Possible partnership with Memorial for teachers' families (tuition assistance)
a permanent assistant principal assigned to the school, moving Kindercountry into a new
building & building an SJB presence there
1) Strengthening and expanding the Preschool which would eventually lead to expanding
the population of the school as well and 2) hiring an aide to help meet the needs of the
primary (grades 1-2) students
Stronger Preschool-time to make those teachers full time and offer benefits, Additional
Staff with growing needs (vouchers, high ability, special education, etc.)...look into 2nd
full time administrator, Enrollment
The big dream would be to have a larger preschool to hopefully increase enrollment in
the the K-8 school.
Making sure Leader In Me is a success
new roof (leaks when it rains)
strengthen relationships between teachers and parents
improve relationships among students
Continue to get ahead and stay ahead of safety & security.
Infrastructure - roof and HVAC
Technology - Repairs/Replacement
We really need to see about how we can increase the amount of kids we can take into our
preschool program. I feel that we lose kids when they start in a preschool system at a
different school or church and become more likely to stay.
(1) The biggest thing I think we should be doing in the next 3-5 years is making sure the
Leader in Me is used as much as possible in every facet of our building, and connecting
that with our families so that we are truly embracing the program. (2) Creating cocurricular opportunities for students to make a difference in our community. (3)
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Continuing to build our strong bridges with families to really have a learning community
in which everyone helps to educate each child.
1. Remodeling the building.
2. Creating an innovative place for learning.
3. Growing the students faith.
*a plan in place for teaching Computer Science standards
*continuing to strive for common language in teaching writing
1. Getting the preschool in the same building with the rest of the school.
2. Adding more time to our school day.
Implementing and maintaining Leader in Me
Updating preschool area and combining with K-8 building
Regarding new materials/renovations, it would be great to continue to have access to new
things for our classrooms such as whiteboards, desks, shelving, etc.
Full time assistant principal (needs to happen sooner than 3 years in my opinion with
growing enrollment), bringing the Pre-School/Pre-K over as a part of SJB and giving
them more space so we can meet the need of growing enrollment at the lowest level.
writing instruction
Continuing to update our technology as needed. Giving students leadership opportunities
in the building as well as opportunities to lead and serve outside of the classroom.
Creating real-world opportunities with community partners.
1.Connect pre school and SJB school (building)as well as staffing for both under same
leadership.
2. More solid ASC program. Allow $ offered to person in charge to match the
responsibility of their role. This is a huge undertaking with MANY students/parents using
this much needed service.
3. Continue to promote our school and all the positive things going on here @ SJB. Steve
Hanley does a GREAT job and the bulletin updates/features have been outstanding.
4. Continue to utilize parishioners (with contacts/businesses) to help defray cost. Realize
this can be a touchy situation when project doesn't go as well as planned.
However, have seen many more positive results than some which may have not worked
out.
I feel that our heating and cooling system would be a top priority.
1-HVAC and leaky roof/ceiling tiles
2-the trend of SJB becoming more a private school rather than a true parochial school
with school families as active parishioners
3-celebrating Catholic identity
4-bigger locker sizes in hallway
Connecting Preschool to K-8 (structurally), connecting school to church (structurally),
expanding number of students allowed at Kinder Kountry
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4. As a staff member, how likely is it that you would recommend St. John the Baptist Catholic
School to your family, friends, and colleagues? Please select the number on the scale that most
represents how you feel today. 0=Not at likely to recommend the school to others, 5=Neutral,
10=Extremely likely to recommend school to others (29 responses)

5. If you responded to the last question with less than 10, what would we need to do to move you
closer to a 10? (0 responses)
N/A
6. Are you familiar with tuition assistance opportunities at St. John the Baptist Catholic School?
0=Not familiar at all, 10=Extremely familiar (29 responses)

7. Why did you choose to teach at St. John the Baptist Catholic School? (28 responses)







Great environment! Chance to teach content and faith
I made the choice to join the family at SJB because of the resources and administrative
support. The amount of support and guidance that we receive as teachers is phenomenal. I
also enjoy being a part of a faculty where the staff supports one another. We all work
together so well and make a great team.
Proximity to home and reputation/"hear say" from other schools and community groups
I was drawn to the genuine love and dedication that the current teachers had for children
and for the Lord and wanted to be a part of that
As a lifelong Newburgh resident, it was always my dream to teach at my home parish.
After teaching at two other Catholic schools in the area, I was able to secure a position at
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St. John. Another bonus is that the pay scale has always been in line with the
recommended diocesan pay scale.
Great opportunity and the family atmosphere
This is a great school with wonderful leadership. I feel blessed to be a part of that.
The students and the environment/community seemed so supportive
Catholic faith is a priority here.
It is a family environment. Everyone cares for each other. It is a place where you can
grow and strengthen your faith.
One of the reasons I chose to teach at SJB is because I felt that I would be able to have a
greater impact on my students here than compared with other schools.
My Son was at Kinder Kountry Preschool and had friends that would be going to St.
Johns. We felt familiar with the school and wanted to keep him with his friends. Also we
liked the fact that is is a Catholic School and so our kids would be taught all of the
Catholic beliefs and values.
I love how much autonomy I have as a teacher. I can gear my curriculum to what I feel
will best reach my students. The environment of SJB is phenomenal and is really what
makes me want to come to work each day. At SJB we just get to be teachers without a ton
of other "strings" being attached.
I saw a place where innovation is valued and a place where people are given the tools to
be the best that they can be.
Strong catholic values, small class sizes, close-knit staff, technology, freedom given to
teachers when it comes to curriculum
I enjoy teaching our students about our Catholic faith as well as academic skills.
I went to school here. It is home.
I love how it feels like a family atmosphere and how welcoming everyone is. The
students all are striving for success and the teachers are there to assist them to meeting
their goals.
Sharing my faith daily is a blessing
It is truly the most welcoming place and every single person on the staff is welcoming,
supportive, kind and caring, and I knew that going into working here and continue to see
it every single day. I cannot imagine teaching anywhere else.
Family Atmosphere of teacher and families
I enjoy the collaboration among the staff.
I felt welcomed in the school by administrators and teachers. I was very interested in the
unique position I hold. I absolutely love that faith is a part of who we are here.
Overall GREAT work environment with FANTASTIC co workers. Super team working
together.
Students & parents want to help do what is right/best for SJB.
I wanted to be in an environment where I can teach but also share my faith in the process
through example and prayer.
Catholic, small environment
Positive comments about it from friends/ former colleagues
Faith, committed staff, welcoming parish
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8. Respond to the following statement with your level of agreement/disagreement: St. John the
Baptist Catholic School has facilities which meet the learning and safety needs of our staff and
students. 0=Strongly Disagree, 10=Strongly Agree (29 responses)

9. Respond to the following statement with your level of agreement/disagreement: St. John the
Baptist Catholic School has a strong Catholic identity. 0=Strongly Disagree, 10=Strongly Agree
(29 responses)

10. Respond to the following statement with your level of agreement/disagreement: St. John the
Baptist Catholic School has small class sizes. 0=Strongly Disagree, 10=Strongly Agree (28
responses)
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11. Respond to the following statement with your level of agreement/disagreement: St. John the
Baptist Catholic School has quality academic programs. 0=Strongly Disagree, 10=Strongly
Agree (29 responses)

12. Respond to the following statement with your level of agreement/disagreement: St. John the
Baptist Catholic School has available technology that is used to enhance learning. 0=Strongly
Disagree, 10=Strongly Agree (29 responses)

13. Respond to the following statement with your level of agreement/disagreement: St. John the
Baptist Catholic School has a family/welcoming atmosphere. 0=Strongly Disagree, 10=Strongly
Agree (29 responses)
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14. Respond to the following statement with your level of agreement/disagreement: St. John the
Baptist Catholic School is a safe school. 0=Strongly Disagree, 10=Strongly Agree (29 responses)

15. Respond to the following statement with your level of agreement/disagreement: St. John the
Baptist Catholic School offers quality differentiated programs (ex. high ability, resource
program). 0=Strongly Disagree, 10=Strongly Agree (29 responses)

16. Do you feel you have enough opportunities for professional development? (29 responses)

17. What types of professional development would you like to see St. John the Baptist Catholic
School introduce or offer more of? (16 responses)



Brief overview of new instructional methods/ theories/research offered as part of faculty
meetings
I feel that professional development is always offered and supported by the principal. I
would love to see this process grow and remain the same for the future.
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Practical examples of co-teaching models and their benefits
Plenty of opportunities given to us by administration
Right now, as much Leader in Me as I can get!
Innovative teaching and new technology
Reading workshop / reading skill lessons with a focus on small groups or book clubs
1. Integrating the arts into regular elementary education lessons
Leader in Me Practices or Lesson Ideas
I feel that administration offers so many opportunities for us to grow professionally, and I
feel that at the moment, there does not need to be any changes made.
Classroom management
Six Traits writing
Love the focus on Leader in Me and student leadership! I want to continue learning more
about keeping students engaged and learning at a high level and what that looks like for
small groups.
Think the LIM will help promote this as the program becomes more enhanced. Parents
allowing the students to become more responsible/accountable instead of "doing things
for them" allow child to make a mistake (or even a few) and learn from this.
This is geared toward parents I realize but this could certainly be offered @ some point in
our LIM program @ some point.
When workshops are offered not have so many "regular teachers" out of the building at
the same time.
Realize this may be difficult @ times but students certainly respond differently when
both teachers from a same grade are gone @ the same time.
Staff team building @ a place like we did a few years ago @ Alcoa. No overnight and a
location away from SJB but not far to travel.
Lots of new faces since we last met like this. Chance for faculty/staff to get to know one
another better which helps everyone to understand where someone may be coming from
with certain thoughts/ideas.
Leader in Me
Religious, faith strenghtening
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St. John the Baptist Catholic School
Student Survey - December 2018
123 Responses
1. What are 3-5 things you like most about St. John the Baptist Catholic School? (122 responses)



































lunches, orgianized recess, teachers
lunch, pe, computer
I like their lunches, being with my friends, and church.
Teachers, how supportive the are, and friends
The students, the teachers, and the classes
My friends. My teachers. My Mom.
teachers, friends, gym class
Teachers, good food and sports
Lunch food, art class, and music class.
Math, P.E., and Art
Passion Projects, the school's musical, nice teachers
I enjoy pickleball in gym, mass on Fridays, and the DEEP program.
I like the teachers because they are kind and help you with questions.
I enjoy the chrome books. I feel like they can give you faster answer if you have a
question.
I also like the classes they give.They let you learn a lot of things you didn't know.
they are catholic you can bring a lunch box if you want. we have resess
I like that at St. John the Baptist school we get to go to Mass weekly,we have fun field
trips, we get to learn about religion and Jesus Christ, and that we have fun celebrations
and programs.
the food, gym, friends
The food, the way the teachers teach, and the specials
I like the DC eighth grade. The food is good and I like having chrome books.
sports, education, and seeds program
you go to church every Friday, we do teacher volley ball and dodge ball, and we have a
walking program so you can come early to school
friends church non whole grain food
I like the faculty, the lunch is good, and the physical education excels for me.
D.C. trip, Science class, catholic schools week
math, most teachers, sports teams
I like the mathematics, the teachers are great, and i love it.
Math, Lunch, and PE/Recess.
I like most of the teachers, the D.C. trip, most lunches, and Catholic schools week.
The DEEP Programs. The specials. The teachers. The education. The extracurriculars.
the cool teachers, the ability to pray, my friends
I like the teachers, all the activities that we do such as red ribbon week, I like all the
activities that are available to us too.
The students in my grade, the personal relationships with teachers, the size.
We get to pray. There is not as many kids in each class. We get to go to church on
Fridays.
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I like how we can become friends with the teachers, have fun but still learn, and we can
have fun.
recess, friends, lunch
Teachers, sports teams, LA
We have pickleball.
The DEEP program.
Passion Project.
recess
playing volleyball in gym
srt
recess,srt, dismisal.
Gym, Mrs. Hochmiester's room, DEEP
How the school, parish, and community connect throught the students and staff of SJB.
The cooperation of the staff at SJB.
The opportunities for students to interact with the parish.
I like the teachers. I like the pickle ball. I like the students.
The playground, having recess, and students in my grade
The great teachers. The encouraging environment. How we get to learn about God and
Jesus. How good the teachers are at learning.
srt, recess, and dismissal
The teachers for the most part are kind, helpful, and caring. The focus on helping the
students and helping them to make the best choices for a good life. The focus on
succeeding students.
gym, srt, and free seating.
1. Teachers
2. The way the classes are organized
3. The amount of homework given is decent
Learning so many different things
All the teachers
How nice the school building is
Spending time with my friends
All the field trips
recess, gym, SRT, mass
* teachers
* schedule
*Mrs T's room
I like Catholic part of our school.
How organized everything is.
Just the general kind environment.
Specials, sports, book madness
1. Teachers
2. Extracurriculars
3. SRT
there is not a lot of people in our class, srt, and recess
the students, the srts, Lunch
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1. One thing I really like about SJB is how welcoming they are and they make you feel
like family
2. Another thing I like about SJB is how kind and helpful all my teachers and classmates
are
3. Also I like that SJB is a place where I feel at home and safe
srt, recess, and going home
I like that the teachers will help you understand anything that you are confused about. I
also like that we get SRT time so I can get some of my homework done in school. Lastly,
I like that we get one recess a week so we aren't just stuck inside all week.
SRT, Recess, Gym, short day
Some things I like about St.Johns are the people I am around, the way the teachers teach,
and how well everything is kept up. Everything around the school is kept up good and
when something is broken, it gets fixed.
Being able to pray, srt, and good education.
Staff, Classmates, and Parish
I like having time for homework (SRT), subjects, and the specials.
Gym, Health, Math, Lunch, Recces
we have 45 minutes of recess, we can go to mass, and we have after school sports
Able to practice faith freely, Awsoume teachers, mrs. scamacf
they have a good resource group. Help kids when needed help. Have courage in us kids.
The family, friends, and teachers you get to know.
The lunches. Interactive learning. Free seating.
The nice teachers, comfy chairs and the sometimes easy homework.
the cookies at lunch, free bus services, it ends every day
I like how we go to different classrooms and I like how we have time to catch up and ask
teachers questions in srt.
The people are nice, the teachers take time to explain things, Math class
not crowded theological thursday kind group of friends I can counton.
All the activities and events, comfutrble , my friends
The teachers here, how we teach religion, and that we have the ability to have recess.
recess, lunch, friends
1. Small and close community
2. Teachers/academic curriculum
3. Religious opportunity
---The students
---The schedule
---The teachers
it is catholic, srt, recess
I like the teachers, community, and staff.
recess, computer class, sports
loose, friendly atmosphere, access to technology, extracurricular opportunities
I like the Teachers, The sports, and school wide assemblies.
One thing that I like most about SJB is the extracurricular activities that we get to do. I
like how we have a wide range of activities. One for every type of person... speech, math
and spell bowl, basketball, volleyball, sports, musical and so many more. I like how we
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get to be with our friends all day and I like how if we have younger siblings we can see
them in the hall because it is all one building.
At St. John The Baptist I like Ms. Wade, science expiriments, technology, and lunch
options.
3 things I like about st. Johns is the friendship, teaching and the church. What I like most
about it is the teaching.
Some things that I like most about St. John the Baptist is that the teachers are like your
friends, we get SRT, and I get time in class to work on my homework.
Yes
that Mrs. Wade is here, that it is Catholic, and that people here are nice.
Some things I like about St.John is how caring the people who are nice are, the
personalities of the teachers, and how we try our hardest to keep this up to date.
recess, gym, the end of the day
Free Dress Days, the musical, and the activities offered
teachers, nice students
I like Recess, DEEP classes, and band.
I like the people, that my mom works here, and that my grandma works here too.
teachers, chomebooks, subjects
classmates, some teachers, subjects
The teachers will help you with anything, the flexible seating like standing desks, and
how much we include Christ in the teaching.
teachers, classes, and the students
I like the staff, the overall building, and the curriculum
3 things I like about St. John the Baptist Is the staff, the school food, and how the
classrooms are designed.
teachers, academics, and playgrounds
I like all of the available activities, the use of lots of technology, and all of the available
subjects.
catholic, amazing teachers,and fun projects
Lunch, recess, and gym
nice teachers, friends, and AR.
I like the teachers, sports, and the subjects.
Lunch, Math, Assemly
Learning about God, Going to Mass, and getting a snack time
P.E., and music, and art
Lunch, Math, Assemly
The school centers around religon and education
I like the teachers, the classes and the food we have for lunch (most of the time).
Field day, sports, spelling bee, play.
Community, teachers and Recces
kind teachers, fun gym classes, and Spanish class.
All of the Teachers art class gym
Spelling bee, play, sports.
The teachers, the food, and the chromebooks
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2. If you could change 3-5 things about St. John the Baptist Catholic School, what would they
be? (122 responses)





































seating, ability to eat sweets, some recess games
toilet paper, free dress, free recess
free dress, no bias teachers, not as much memorizing stuff
Dress code, food, and homework
The playground, more recess time, no organized recess
Always electronics. Able to wear hats. Can always play VIDEO GAMES!!
more recess, more minutes of gym class, more minutes of art class
The sports that are just for girls and just for boys. How much homework. More recess
P.E., organized recess, how much homework each teacher (k-5th grade) gives out.
The play ground back but same floor,you can wear hats, and free dress on Fridays.
Organized recess, make electives, free dress
I would change the amount of books that we have in the library (more), our schedule
(how often we have specials), and how much technology is used (more).
The food they serve in the cafitiria.
The games at recess.
The jerseys in basketball and the volleyball.
you can play or your computer. no homework.
Not have to wear uniform,Get 30 minute recess, and could have more time to do
homework.
free dress, TOLIET PAPER, FREE RECESS
Homework, passes, and writing in pen.
I would switch to block scheduling. I would make SRT longer. I would have electives
food, test, and more recces
free uniform, bigger lockers, and longer more choice of specials
less test less homework recess
Some approaches on the faculty-student treatment, the health grant, and more recess for
the middle schoolers.
healthy school food guidelines, longer SRT, choice electives, sports uniforms
lunch, languages offered, ways that problems with students are solved, health grant
I absolutely hate the school lunches. I cant stand burger day, I hate the smell, it makes me
sick. So if I am not at school for the rest of december, you know its because of the
alternate. 2) school lunch 3) school lunch
Health Grant, more hands on stuff, and making students do pray in the morning.
The healthy schools grant, longer SRT.
Honestly, nothing. I would enjoy less homework though.
more free dress, more lunch options, better technology
the lockers, how lazy some classes can get, and the amount of time we get in each class.
the principal
Maybe more days of recess for middle scholars. A freeier dress code. We can have
desserts at events like grandparents day and others.
I would change that we get free dress more often, have PE once a week instead of twice,
and have block scheduling.
no homework, more recesses, new playground
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The health grant , Dress code
Offer more vegetables for lunch.
Allow students to make after-school clubs.
Have more Brain Breaks.
No AR.(It makes people not want to read more because they feel like they have to read
for points.)
food
arrival time
no health
snack time
lunch,no music,no spanish.
Lunch, middle school daily recess, longer SRT, more freedress opportunity, better seating
in some classrooms
Lunch. Ask students what they want.
To not spoil the teachers. THEY GET CAKE!
Do not take up the middle school stundent's SRT. Have one class that they an all take the
survey in. SRTs are used to stundents to be able to ask the teachers questions. Once they
leave school, that is not possible. Assign surveys for homework or do them in a different
class.
The school uniform, the amount of homework the demerits.
different lunch choices, more choices for alternate
For us to get out of gym earlier. Less math homework. Less writing in health class.
Homework, Food, Lockers
Remodeling. Better choice of spent money.
Get rid DEEP Math, more recess, and Hero's Grant, more srt, and bring back
mrs.wanuemeigler.
1. The school food
2. More free time
3. Idk
No AR goal!
Art two times a week
Longer time to get books out of locker
food, school dress code, longer recess, no mile,
how long the breaks are
we choose lunch
get color printers
Middleschoolers get recess's everyday by making LA classes shorter.
Larger variety of books in the library.
meals being more Italian and Mexican based.
longer passing period, longer SRT, more recess
1. More leisure time for middle school students.
2. A professional science lab.
not as much homework, food, rewards
change middle scheduels to block scheduling, more SRT time, and more free dress like
having a day of the week free dress.
The principal, The math teacher, and the dress code
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1. I would like for classes to be more hands-on activities
2. Have more positive quotes around school
3. Free Dress more
no homework, better school lunch, and not running the mile
I would change that we don't have to be at class so soon.
Schools food, recess in middle school, no homework,
I would change some of the food that we eat and organized recess for the little kids.
Get food from restaurants, Homeroom in morning, and no tardies.
Keeping up what is going on with students , so nobody gets bullied or hurt mentality or
physically.
I would like to change the food , recess time, and sporting options.
6-8 grade would have recces every day, homemade lunch meals, free dress, no HW
I would make it so the food didn't have to be healthy, I would make it so there was no
dress code and We would have a longer SRT
more recess time, lower grading scale (Ex. 93./. is a b), more time to switch peirods.
Dress code. Better lunch. Recess everyday for everyone including middle school.
Not being able to have mints in class, health grant, need to have recess at least one time a
day.
Being able to use food/candy in class. Bigger lockers. Longer passing period.
Better food, less homework and less games blocked.
Make Mr. Meyer let the 7th grade out of gym earlier, get actual meat for the burgers
instead of cardboard, less writing in Mr. Meyer's health class.
I would change the bell ringing at the end of class and art and have recess at least twice a
week
I have homework on Mondays which I'm always busy, schedule was confusing at first,
there is a lot of big assignments and projects.
middle school snack time because even when I eat breakfast I am starving by 3rd period
better AC and heating less drama
Doing all of our work in computer on our cromebooks, flexable seating in every
classroom, more free dress days.
the lunch tables could be a little bigger, maybe a bigger playground, and bigger
classrooms.
make homework really easy, food, have recess everyday
- Take away organized recess
- Take away SRT less often
- Cafeteria food
- Block less websites on chromebooks to allow students more resources.
- Make health code less strict (could allow things such as juice at parties)
---More recess time
---More SRT
---Longer luch
snack time for middle school, no homework, and better lunch
Make thingd more modern, do more brain breaks, and be allowed to eat lunch outside.
playground, recess time, candy should be given in school
lunch, have teachers coordinate their homework schedules, equal-opportunity athletics
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I would change that amount of time we get to have recess, what specials we get to have
and the amount of time we get in each special, and have block scheduling.
I would like to have recess everyday because as kids and young teens it is important to
run around and get your mind off of school work even if its just for 30 minutes. I think
that we should have snacks, mints, and other food during our parties.
If I could change anything about St. Johns I would change the restroom rule. This is a big
one for me. Sometimes you really have to go to the restroom. I understand it disrupts
class, but I think their are other ways to handle it. I would also change the controlled
recess. Int the past years we have been able to play whatever we want. We always would
play soccer and football. This year we only stay inside even when its warm. We also are
forced to only play pickleball during recess. I would also change the baked fish lunch.
I would change how many times we got to mass, how long our quarters are and what we
do in class.
I think we should have block scheduling, keeping up with students, anger management
class, and have a quicker way to ask teachers questions when we are at home.
C
better food, less homework, more recess, shorter days, school starts at 8, and that we have
more gym time.
Some things I would change is regular scheduling to block scheduling, being able to have
a quicker way to ask teachers questions from home, and we should have an anger
management class.
the everything needs to be healthy rule, the length of the day, and the SRT time
The schedule, The lunches, and the quality of the bathrooms. Doors on the bathroom
I would not change anything
I would change the time of SRT. It should be twice as long and should actually be time to
work instead of taking surveys or doing other things. SRT should be time to work on
homework. A class like health could be dedicated to this survey. Also, I would change
the Lunch to be higher quality. I know there is a budget, but more money could be
allocated to lunch for students. A good lunch makes a student happier.
I would change the food portions, the time for lunch, and I would change regular
scheduling to block scheduling.
lunch, homework, amount of recess
Some of the teachers, block scheduling, specials time
I would add more flexible seating, try to make people louder during prayer after lunch,
and have more flexible food allowance.
change dress code, longer srt, more choices for lunch
I would like to make school start and end later.
If I could change 3 things about St. Johns I would like to have 2 art classes per week, let
the boys cheer too, and a boys volleyball team.
We should have block scheduling, let us have the sugary food, and more band classes
I would like to have healthy lunches and unhealthy food at parties, alternative organized
recess games, and getting more free dress.
uniform,nothing else
organized recess, car line, and food
Longer Recess, Longer Ar time, and no organized recess.
I wouldn't change anything.
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Uniform, Homework, and more reccess
Organized recess, Little Lunch time, and only being aloud to eat healthy
no uniform only on Friday, no organized recess,
no uniform only on Friday, no organized recess,
x
I would want to be able to request a teacher and not be left in suspense all summer break.
I would like to have an earlier lunch, be able to bring an AR book while waiting in line
for lunch, and have a longer Language Arts class. I would also like a bigger locker and do
things in gym with teams of just girls and teams of just boys.
THE HEALTH PROGRAM!!!!!!!! THE DAY YOU FIND OUT OUR WHO OUR
TEACHER IS THAT WE CAN GO!!!!!!!!!!!!!! That girls can do wrestling and boys can
do volley ball and soccer. And be able to reqest a teacher.
Not orginized recces, no pickle ball in gym and bigger lockers
more sports to offer, no star quizzes, and technology assignments.
more sports to offer, no star quizzes, and technology assignments.
Organized recess to little lunch, recess, and special time. Gym is to hard. I would like less
home work so I am not up till 9:30 doing home work!
ORGANIZED RECESS!!!!!!!!!!!! LUNCH LINES!!!!!!!!!!!! that wecan go to the school
yhe day you find out who your Teacher is HEALTH PROGRAM
even if there is a funeral we should still go to church. How often we go outside. How fast
the lunch line moves.

3. As a student, how likely is it that you would recommend St. John the Baptist Catholic School
to your family and friends? Please select the number on the scale that most represents how you
feel today. 0=Not at likely to recommend the school to others, 5=Neutral, 10=Extremely likely to
recommend school to others (122 responses)

4. If you responded to the last question with less than 10, what would we need to do to move you
closer to a 10? (99 responses)







More time to talk to more people
Great school, fun! wish their were more sports to offer.
gave a ten
Free dress.
DRESS CODE
The teachers need to explain things more better
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Be able to play video games.
more gym and art time
more wide spreed options for extra classes.
It would mainly be uniforms. Going out to buy uniforms is kind of a waste of time to me.
Have free dress on Friday.
have more classes
More use of technology and more chances to read during the school day.
i had 10
I would give it a ten if we had free dress and a little bit of a longer recess.
I think we should have free dress and the toliet paper I bet is worst than prisons.
Make the classes more interactive.
better teachers
free dress
more recess less test
I answered with 10. The more friends here, the better!
change healthy school guidelines, sport uniforms, choice electives
deal with our problems in a different way and also get rid of the health grant
change school lunches
10
Healthy schools grant
^ 3 above
NOTHING
I have been here for about 8 years, and the school is just not my type
a free dress code that makes since but dosent affect are behavior
good food and more free time
change some of the dress codes and not be so harsh for the health grant.
The above suggestions.
more field trips and better food
more field trips
Do the things from question 2
The homework is a lot and how many demerits are handed out.
the school is just real boring and don't do really anything fun in class
I would recommend
Just all the stress and the homework
idk
More recess, no Hero's Grant, and more SRT
Less stress with homework and presentations
I answered with 10
better food, longer recess
responded with 10
easy homework, and we can go around the school during lunch not stay in the cafatiria
My answer was 10
improve the algebra teacher, she does not wear shoes and has put her feet on students
desks and does not teach the class well. The principal is to strict with her rules and tries
to act like she is a student here as well as us but she is not. And they should listen to our
opinions on what we want and not ignore us.
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Keep doing what we are doing!!
I would want not as much homework .
I would need to not be rushed to get to classes.
A lot of things
You would not need to change many things.
upgrade everything
I responded a 10
You could possibly change the requirements that I listed and my peers listed.
longer recces, every classroom would not have regular desk,
You would need to make it so we didn't do the healthy food rule so school food actually
tasted good.
I answerd 10
To put in paper online.
I have 10
The 3 things that I listed to change SJB.
I don't recommend schools to people. I don't think you understand the conversations kids
have if you think we would recommend schools to others.
I think it would be nice to have maybe a different curiculum
Kinder teachers
I put my answer as 10.
St. John is a great school but if we had more room otherwise it would be a ten.
make it more fun, have more lunch time
The things I listed in question two
i would like to have better school lunches and snack time because i am a very big eater
I responded with 10 and have already reccomended this school to a friend.
like I said recess time, playground, and candy in school.
You would need to have more activities that had to do with the whole school.
I put a 10
I would be closer to a ten if their were more girls in my grade. Their isn't much the school
can do about it, but a lot of the girls are very clicky and beleive you can only have one
friend.
People
make have nicer teachers and food.
Maybe we could have more classes about kindness etc.
more sugar, less skhool time, and better recess things
A different schedule mostly
I would want block scheduling. I would also change the time school starts.
less homework
Do good things in school, and out of school to represent this school better then what lots
of people have done out of school.
Be more strict with the rules.
If some of the students wouldn't gossip as much as they do.
I put 10
I would like a longer period of time for each subject.
replace orgainized recess with recess
Be able t play school soccer.
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I could ask my friends and neighbors to visit
tell them more about it.
I responded with a 10 on the last question.
Health program.
Sushi bar and n pickle ball
More lunch time, less home woke, lower grading scale
HEALTH PROGRAM!!!!!!!! ORGANIZED RECESS

5. Respond to the following statement with your level of agreement/disagreement: St. John the
Baptist Catholic School has a school building that is adequate for learning and safety. 0=Strongly
disagree, 10=Strongly agree (122 responses)

6. If you responded to the last question with less than 10, what would we need to do to move you
closer to a 10? (76 responses)





















nothing
I put 10
I put a 10
I agree!
do emergency drills more often
I answered a 10
The teachers need to explain things more better
I chose 10. :)
no comment
I'm not sure. The building is just mainly not that entertaining to look at, but it isn't an eye
sore.
I answered with a ten
i had 10
I responded ten.
I did a 10
people talk in the hall some times
Again, a 10.
take home textbooks
nope
10
softer padding on playground.
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metal detectors
It could be a little more adequate for learning.
Some of the teachers don't teach very well.
stains on ceiling from water can be hazardous if there is black mold
None.
Do more drills to prepare
freedom
you should have tinted windows and make sure students aren't bringing in bad stuff
Whenever we practiec the drills, I feel that the staff might be saring the younger students.
We need to be able to assure them that this is only a drill, not real life.
Try to make it more fun to learn. I think the building is good though.
yuh
Some teachers are mean and I gets bored.
I answered with 10
some times we should do something different than just learning from a book.
I don't know how i feel about that.
we should close the blinds on windows more its cold
My answer was 10
School is extremely distracting, and people can get into this school relatively easy.
Keep doing what you do!!!!!!!!!!!!
Just a little bit more safer with all the windows.
I would need it to be more quiet during class so I can get more work done in school.
i did better
Our school helps kids learn so much and we practice safety drills very often.
less distractions
I responded 10
tented windows, metal detectives
I answerd 10.
Do more drills in case of a emergencies.
Put 10
Thicker Walls
It is very safe, but I don't believe there is a such thing as safety. There are always ways to
get hurt. But there are always ways to improve safety but it is a very safe school.
Parents should sign out there chidren
the classrooms are very closed up and never use sunlight
I feel really safe in SJB so I answered 10.
I responded with a 10
the ceiling is old and an mold, the walls are brick so it is safer
More cameras right next to each other
Always lock the doors.
I thank we can fix how much time we have in class I honestly don't thank 30 minutes is
enough.
People
\_(0_0)_/
make it safer
more secrity camaras, and moor fun
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I'm at five because the roof needs to be fixed, badly.
I would make the desks more sturdy, and fix the center.
aweswered 10
I had 10.
I responded with 10
Have more locked doors throughout the hallway.
learn more about safety
I responded with a 10 on the last question.
more safety at after school care and respect toads teachers that are ignored with rude
potty humor

7. Are you involved with an after school athletic or extracurricular activity that is sponsored by
St. John the Baptist Catholic School? (121 responses)

8. Are there enough activities outside of regular school time, such as music, athletics and art, that
interest you? (122 responses)

9. What other activities would you like to see offered at St. John the Baptist Catholic School?
(117 responses)








like the ones we have
boys soccer team.
Boys Soccer
Boys soccer 1-8 grades
Softball
Boy soccer.
swimming
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tennis
I don't really have any.
Soccer for boys.
drama class
Boys Soccer
boys soccer and lacrosse
Art classes
I think its kinda stupid that some boys cant play the sport girls can. I know for a fact the
boys would love to have a soccer team.
boys volleyball
Lacrosse
boys soccer
boys soccer
boys soccer
Although I am an eighth grader, make a feeder school lacrosse team! I would gladly help
with the practices.
different language choices
Bowling
boys cheerleadinglol boys soccer
Home EC and clubs
The activities we have are pretty good.
Other sports such as tennis.
opportunities for kids to start clubs
Another musical if they can find a director.
nothing
Softball and Baseball
I would like to see more clubs or organizations that many people can enjoy.
longer soccer seasons
After-school pickleball. (like we had for ultimate frisbee)
Extra-curricular science activities.
girls football
hockey
Girls football, boys soccer and cheer, being able to start your own club
Horseback Riding and Gymnastics in Gym class
None
Softball and Baseball
Dogeball
Theres only like 1. Idk one that I would want tho
Boys socer.
idk
Pickle Ball
boy soccer, fish team, sea perch to 2nd grade and up
Lacrosse
More clubs. Personally I'd love to see an art club.
boys soccer
Pickleball club
15









































i don't know
Softball
A place where you could get help with homework
Hangout
girls football team
A technology club.
Yea boys soccer
I think having a home economics class would help a lot of students learn how to cook,
clean, and know many other things that you need to know in life.
bowling club
for boys to join the cheer leading team.
Maybe a soccer league.
girls football, guys soccer,
Art club, book club.
Swim, dance, softball. the cross.
None
I good with everything.
Science Academy through the whole year.
esports club
a equestrian team
I don't really know
A club where you can volenteer to help others
I can not recall anything.
there could be more winter sports because there are not that many for girls.
i don’t know
Lacrosse (including girls!), science olympiad, coding classes (could be optional during
SRT), debate
Pickelball
girls football, and a travel volleyball team and an eating club
Pickle ball.
soccer
I would like to see more sports opportunities offered for girls such as are offered for
boys. For example, it would be great if there were girls wrestling and football teams. I
myself would be interested in participating in such programs and I know that several of
my friends would be as well; however, I cannot as of now since our school, being
privately funded, does not abide by Title IX, and, thus, has the right to veto equal
opportunity athletics.
boy cheerleaders.
IDK
An afterschool art program would be great!
I would like to add bowling because it would be really fun. Though we would have a
better connection with others.
I would like to see boys being involved in cheer leading and volleyball.
D
swimming, horse backriding
Boys cheer leading with the girls, boys volleyball, and pickle ball.
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Soccre
A musical this year
I would like to see tennis or pickleball.`
I would like to see a pickle ball team, boys cheer leading with the girls, boys volleyball
team,
longer recess
More feeder softball announcements because I haven't played it before but I want to.
more musical arts activities.
I think we should be able to make our own clubs but with a teachers approval
I think we have enough
A dance team.
soccer
tennis
Nothing
boy soccer
Boys Soccer.
Nothing
Dance
Dancing and acting
boys soccer
Dance
none
2 girls soccer seasons instead of just 1.
Soccer volleyball.
boys soccer
Competitive Cheer and Dace. Dance team.
Book club, science team, acting club, and cooking club
volley ball soccer for boys
Boys soccer

10. How happy are you with how technology is used at St. John the Baptist Catholic School?
0=Extremely unhappy, 10=Extremely happy (122 responses)
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11. Is there anything you would like to see changed about how technology is used? (110
responses)






































no
No
nothing
Newer technology.
more should take home chromebooks
Chrome books. When you press the keys they don't respond
no
I would like to have more electronics that we could play on.
I would like to see the computers in the computer lab updated visually, even though the
work just the same.
More usage of technology
use it more often
People that sit next to me are never paying attention to what the teacher is saying because
they are to distracted playing games on their chrome books. But I have no problems with
it myself besides that distracting me.
I think everyday we should have a time on electronics for at lest 20 mins to take a brake
from work. I think this would let everyone take a brake and after work harder.
The Chrome books block YouTube which are important if you do not understand some
topic.
less things blocked
less games blocked
Upgrade from chromebooks please.
make it optional, have textbooks availible to take home
Stuff better than Chromebooks
Colored printers
Lots of websites i need to use for research are blocked.
Use more things online like textbooks.
too many websites are blocked
I would like to have newer laptops and computers that are touch screen.
certain things to be unblocked
I wish that not all sites were blocked
The chromebooks work, but are very finicky and there are a lot of things you can't
accomplish with them.
online classes from home and no blocked games
no blocking
no not really
The chromebooks are very laggey. A lot of stundents have been having problems with
there internet at home, and have not been able to continue with their school work at
home. FIX THIS PLEASE!
Better computers
Extremely Happy
Just not to have every website blocked
Nah.
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I would like to see charging stations at school.
i would like to be able to play games or do homework after a test.
color printers
everything about our devices are so strict. A friend go flagged for looking up a clothing
brand. Maybe make it so of course, the bad bad things are flagged, but things that are
neutral are not.
Faster computers
i want to listen to music in class all the time! ( classical)
No
The chromebooks suck, you can't do anything on them and almost everything is blocked.
For our passion proect, I couldn't use half the sites I needed. Get rid of Lightspeed and
Get rid of chromebooks because you can't download/open anything.
Keep it but maybe improve for upper grades
i think we should be able to have phones .
I wish that websites were not blocked.
nop
I'd rather do things on paper and pencil
newer chromebooks
takes a while to load phones in school
Turn off lightspeed blocks because although they keep us safe, they also keep us from
using resourses that we can use to help us, but are blocked.
Better techonology time.
I would like to see websites that I try to use for projects unblocked.
Less games Blocked.
better laptops
I dont like having online flashcards and notes it would be better to write them down.
idk
The work in computer class can be used on chromebooks.
instead of having to do written or electronical we could have the choice all the time.
make it more new and good
Less websites blocked on chromebooks to allow students to find resources more easily
for projects.
maybe tech that can process faster and doesn´t freeze
i think we should be aloud to have phones during class because if we need something
from our parents.
Pay a little extra money so we get nicer laptops and get to keep then when we finish our
education.
more often
I would prefer if the Lightspeed program were not so restrictive so as to broaden the
range of websites and information I have access to when researching a topic.
Additionally, I have frequent issues with slow internet and poor internet connection.
Yes
that somethings are NOT BLOCKED!!!!!!!
I put a 10
no restricsions
Pretty much every website in the whole world is blocked
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I would like to see higher quality Chromebooks which have a longer battery life and boot
up faster so that the amount of time to work in class.
I put a 10.
A LOT of sights are blocked, and my crome book doesn't work very well at home and
this is hard when we have projects.
unblocking games in the computer lab so when we have free computer time in class we
can play games in there.
5th takes Chromebooks home
No.
I wish they could unblock online games
teach us more about them
No.
that 5th graders can bring home there chrome books.
NOPE
In the right way
that 5th graders can bring home their chrome books

12. How happy are you at St. John the Baptist Catholic School? 0=Extremely unhappy,
10=Extremely happy (122 responses)
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